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 Schedule 

 

 

 

 (60 min.)  SATPAC Program Specifics/Oral-Motor Principles 

 

 

 (30 min.) Multimodality Approach to /s/ and /r/ Remediation 

 

  (30min. break) 

 

(60 min.) Multimodality Approach to /s/ and /r/ Remediation (cont.) 

 

 

(15 min.)  Remediation  of Other Sounds 

 

 

(15  min.) Questions and Comments 
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What is SATPAC?
◼ SATPAC (Systematic Articulation Training Program 

Accessing Computers) is an articulation 

software/online program which simulates normal 

conversation by incorporating coarticulation and 

natural prosody at a conversational rate.  Best 

practices which include the use of facilitating contexts,  

nonwords  and numerous repetitions of the target 

sound lead to  quicker remediation of deficits. 

◼ Target sounds are established, practiced and 

transferred.  In the Establishment and Practice 

Phases, nonwords are used.  In the 

Generalization/Transfer Phase, real phrases and 

sentences are used that move the student 

systematically to normal conversational competence

Important Elements of SATPAC 

▪ Facilitating Contexts

▪ Coarticulation

▪ Normal Rate

▪ Natural Prosody

▪ Nonwords

▪ Therapy Response Rate
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Important Elements of SATPAC 

▪ Facilitating Contexts

beetseet as an example

Important Elements of SATPAC 

▪ Coarticulation

beetseet

(target sound will always be in position 

3 or 4--in this case /t,s/)

Important Elements of SATPAC 

▪ Normal Rate

Why beetseet?  Because /b/ requires no tongue 
positioning, /ee/ gets the tongue wide and stabi-
lized on the back molars and the tip in the lingua-
alveolar area, /t/ gets the tongue tip up, and you 
get /s/ by lengthening the duration of the /t/ in  /
eet/ and it turns into an /s/ followed by the /ee/ 
and /t/ to keep the tongue in the same position. 
SATPAC has suggested facilitating context words 
for every error sound and phonological process-
es. 

 

 

Why is coarticulation important?  Because in 
conversation we always coarticulate so it makes 
sense to practice coarticulating the target sound  
which will lead to quicker transfer to conversa-
tional speech. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In conversation we always use a normal rate so it 
makes sense to practice the target sound  at a 
normal rate which will lead to quicker transfer to 
conversational speech. 
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Normal Rate

Important Elements of SATPAC 

▪ Natural Prosody

Natural Prosody

What is the metronome for? When I first 
developed the program, many students were 
not transferring into conversational speech.  
I discovered that I wasn’t going fast enough.  
At 140 BPM (beats per minute), students will 
be speaking at a conversational rate as they 
go through the lists.  If they cannot go that 
speed, they need to keep working on the 
lists until they can develop the motor skills 
they need for a conversational rate. 

 

Natural Prosody  This contrastive stress list 
is powerful and seldom used in speech ther-
apy where the student is practicing sentenc-
es taking the stress off the target sound 
(which would be more like normal conversa-
tion and again leads to quicker transfer into 
conversational speech. 

The way this is done is the follow-
ing: The SLP models the first sen-
tence and the student repeats.  
Then the SLP asks incorrect ques-
tions putting the stress on the word 
that was changed.  The student re-
sponds with the correct sentence 
putting the stress on the word the 
SLP changed.  For example, the SLP 
asks:  I bought a new beetseet? And 
the student responds, No, A boy 
bought a new beetseet.  Then the 
SLP asks, A boy sold a new beetseet 
and the student replies, No a boy 
bought a new beetseet, etc. 

Again, this is very powerful because 
it takes the stress off the target like 
in natural conversation . 
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Important Elements of SATPAC 

▪ Nonwords

1) minimal changes from word to word

2) no negative associations

3) nonwords are more complex

Important Elements of SATPAC 

▪ Therapy Response Rate

3 Reasons to Use Nonwords 

1)You have the ability to make mini-
mal changes from word to word so 
that the student can develop a con-
sistent motor pattern (beetseet, 
mitseet, weitseet, etc.) 

2) The student has no associations 
with the nonwords.  With real words 
(like “soap”), the student has a sen-
sory memory for the way it sounds, 
feels, etc. and it is all incorrect. 

3)Nonwords are more complex ac-
cording to the Complexity Approach 
so that when the consistent motor 
pattern is established and practiced, 
it then becomes easier to use real 
words. 

 

 

 

 

Therapy Response Rate  In order to 
change a habitual pattern (like say-
ing a sound incorrectly maybe a mil-
lion times), it’s going to take a lot of 
repetitions to change that.  Using 
the SATPAC lists and using the con-
trastive stress technique (see next 
page), you can get hundreds of cor-
rect productions in a very short time 
(200 in a 15-minute session). 
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 Contrastive Stress Sentences

Repetitions, Repetitions, 
Repetitions, Repetitions, 
Repetitions, Repetitions, 
Repetitions, Repetitions, 
Repetitions, Repetitions, 
Repetitions, Repetitions, 
Repetitions, Repetitions, 
Repetitions, Repetitions, 

Like the natural prosody contrastive sentences in the Practic Phase, the SLP can do some-
thing similar here to get lots and lots of correct responses. 

The SLP models the first sentence and the student repeats.  Then the SLP changes a word: 
Bill has a soft whisper? The student responds, No Grace has a soft whisper, etc. 

In my workshops I usually demonstrate the first two sentences with an SLP participant and 
time how long it takes. It is usually in the neighborhood of 15 seconds.  In that 15 seconds, 
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Establishment Phase

 

 

 

Establishment Phase

Step 6 Phrases

1. _________________________ NO. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

2. MY _____________________. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

3. ON A ____________________. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

4. A ___________________WON. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Step 7 Sentences

1. A boy bought a new _____________. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

2. A boy bought a new _____________. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

3. A boy bought a new _____________. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

4. A boy bought a new _____________. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

The Establishment Phase is optional as leading up to it, the student may make 
hundreds of practice contexts (i.e., EET, EETS, EETS-EE, EEETSEE, BEETSEE, 
BEETSEET) so this phase may not be necessary.  Use your professional judg-
ment.  You are looking for 95% accuracy at any rate (19/20 correct responses).  If 
the student misses two, do that same level again (do not go back to the beginning). 

Phrases and Sentences are said 5x/each with the emphasis 
off the target sound. 
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Practice Phase
Click on Bars to See Seed Words

The Practice Phase is the heart of the SATPAC Program.  To choose a seedword, click on 
the 3 bars (green arrow at the top) and then a drop down list will appear (following 
page).  When choosing a seedword (a facilitating context word), there is the chance 
that the word will not work or you have another word that does work.  You can type in 
your own seedword but it must follow the coarticulation rule being 2 syllables with the 
target sound in the middle and following the form of CVCCVC, VCCV, CVCCV, VCCVC, 
etc. Often for the /r/ sound, you might want to put 2 /r/s together like EERRAT or ER-
RAT.  If that’s the case, you need to check the box under the seedword that says “Use 
target sound in adjacent location”.  You also need to decide which /r/ you want to be 
the target sound (prevocalic or postvocalic).  Either leave the box under the seedword 
unchecked (which says “Use post-vocalic target sound location” if you want the target 
to be prevocalic)  or check it if you want the target to to be postvocalic.   

Normally the target sound will only appear once in the middle of the word either prevo-
calic or postvocalic.  However, if the student is doing well and you would like more diffi-
cult practice, check the box that says “Allow target sound in alternate location”.  In that 
case, you may get words like BEETSEES or SATSEET.  
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Here is the drop down list.  You can see there are suggestions for 
the various error sounds and phonological processes.  Click on 
whichever word you want and it will show up in the seedword box. 
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Practice Phase-Eliminate Sounds

Click on Create List Button

You will want to eliminate sounds from your lists so the student can correctly say all the sounds in the lists.  
You should 1) eliminate the sounds that will interfere with the target sound (in this case TH sounds will in-
terfere for a student with a frontal lisp and 2) the sounds that are not in the student’s repertoire (in this 
case /r/. 
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Practice Phase-Criteria for Completion 

 

 
80%+ accuracy on the first 5 lists @ 140 BPM 
 

80% accuracy on List 6  using a normal rate with no slowing down on the target  

sound. 

Practice Phase-Lists 1 and 2

List 1 is systematic making minimal changes from word to word following the place/
manner chart for the consonants and the vowel circle for the vowels.  Notice that the 
changes take place away from the target sound so every word has TSEET.  The purpose 
of this is give the student lots of repetitions in the best possible context to develop a 
consistent motor pattern for /s/. 

On List 2 the changes take place after the /s/ sound which is more difficult.  Not that 
that would be the typical starting place for SLPs showing pictures of /s/ words. 
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Practice Phase-Lists 3 and 4

List 3 is a combination of Lists 1 and 2 with every other word having beets 
and every other word having tseet. 

List 5 has systematic vowels and a random consonant abutting the /s/ sound. 
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The SLP models the top sentence then it is repeated with no particular emphasis.  The SLP 
asks the following sentences putting stress on the word in bold (which is incorrect).  The 
student replies “No” and  corrects the sentence.  For example, the SLP asks “I bought a new 
beetseet?” And the student replies, “No, a boy bought a new beetseet.”  The SLP asks “A 
boy sold a new beetseet?” and the student replies, “No a boy bought a new beetseet.” etc. 

This is a very powerful exercise because the target sound is said naturally without putting 
stress on it.  In most practice the student would say, “A boy bought a new beetSeet putting 
stress on the target sound and this exercise takes the stress off the target sound. 
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Generalization/Transfer Phase

In the Generalization/Transfer Phase, phrase and sentence lists can be selected.  In this case, we have 
chosen the /s/ /z/ target phones for phrases, short sentences and longer sentences.  Click on whatev-
er you want.  Each phrase has a prevocalic and a postvocalic target sound abutting all the various 
consonants.  The Short sentences have a prevocalic and posvocalic target sound in each sentence and 
the Sentence List has 3 or more target sounds in each sentence. 
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TALLY COUNTER

Generalization/Transfer Phase 
Phrases

For this phase, I have my students use a 
tally counter pressing when they say their 
target sound.  Interestingly, after hundreds 
and hundreds of target sound productions 
they have made going through the Estab-
lishment and Practice Phases,  students are 
not always aware when they are saying 
their target sound.  When beginning to use 
the tally counter, they frequently slow 
down anticipating when they will say their 
target but over time, they speed up.  This 
has proven to be a really valuable tool par-
ticularly when the student gets to conver-
sational speech or when reading. 

I will send a tally counter home with the 
student to practice at home.  Half the time I 
don’t get them back but the quicker im-
provement they make makes it worth it. 

As mentioned previously, each phrase has a prevocalic and a postvocalic target sound 
abutting all the various consonants 1 and 2 (p), 3 and 4 (b), etc.   
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Generalization/Transfer Phase 
Short Sentences

Generalization/Transfer Phase 
Sentences

As mentioned previously, The Short sentences have a prevocalic and posvocalic target sound in each 
sentence and the Sentence List has 3 or more target sounds in each sentence.  These sentences are also 
excellent to use a contrastive stress technique to get lots of target sounds to be said naturally without 
stress on most of them.  For example, you model “Grace has a soft whisper” and it’s repeated.  You 
then ask “Bill has a soft whisper?” and the student replies, “No Grace has a soft whisper.”   

F 
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Generalization/Transfer 
Phase Contrasting /s,z,th/

 
After having practiced the target sound and having it generalized into some structured conversa-
tional activities like using contrastive stress sentences, it is time to bring back the sound(s) that 
interfered with the target sound when we began.  So now the TH sounds are brought back and at 
this point, the student is able to say both the TH and /s,z/ sounds correctly.  It might be slow at 
first, but after some practice, the sentences should be said at a normal conversational rate. 

There are phrases, short sentences (on the following page) and longer sentences where the TH 
sounds are contrasted with the /s,z/ sounds. 

You might have noticed that I’m talking about the /s,z/ sounds yet the only thing we have prac-
ticed appear to be the /s/ sounds.  However, you will also notice that many /s/ sounds when they 
follow a voice sound are pronounced /z/.  Some examples would be these, Tuesday, hose, goes, 
limes, etc. 
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Generalization/Transfer Phase 
Contrasting Phrases

Generalization/Transfer Phase 
Short Contrasts
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If the student can do these sentences at a normal conversational 
rate, they are pretty much remediated.  If not, I will have them 
come in and bring their reading book and talk about their class-
room stories using the tally counter to monitor the /s,z/ sounds 
and have them practice reading/conversation at home using the 
tally counter. 

To be remediated, I use a 50 target sound conversational sample.  
If they are at 75% or better, I will typically dismiss but continue to 
monitor them to make sure they don’t slip back.  Usually, they will 
continue to improve on their own.   
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Stability Checks 

Have a conversation with the parents (discuss the proposed plan) 

Your student has shown to be around 75% accurate or better in a con-
versational language sample.  They will be rechecked in a month.  Dur-
ing this month, they will not receive speech services with me but will 
need to practice 100+ monitored target sounds correctly using the tally 
counter in conversation at least 3x/wk to 7x/wk.  After a month, the 
student will be reevaluated.  If still at 75% or better, I will recheck in 3 
months. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The student who has been receiving 15 min. a week individual sessions 
will now be seen 3 months later if meeting this criteria.  If they have 
slipped back, another conversation occurs with the parents about 
putting them back into weekly sessions. 

The student who is now going to be rechecked after an additional 3 
months, will continue to practice at home using the same criteria with 
the tally counter.  If the student is successful at being 75% or better in 
conversation after 3 months, they are dismissed.   

For those students with IEPs, it’s a little more complicated but easy to 
modify.  Either explain what you and the student will be doing either 
through notes or a revised IEP.   
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 Oral Stabilization  

 a. to achieve refined, small muscle-movements, one must stabi-
lize a non-moving part near the moving part (stability leads to 
mobility) 

 lingual stabilization-the sides of the tongue contact and anchor 
against the insides of the top, back teeth during production of 
most front tongue (t,d,n,s,sh,ch,etc.) and back tongue (k,g,ng,r) 
speech sounds.  All tongue sounds use this stabilized tongue ex-
cept for L and TH. 

 Physiological Economy-articulators are within close range of the                                                                                   
corresponding articulator contacts (e.g., “Candy eats a green 
snake”).   

  1. uneconomical speech examples are a lisp and retroflex /r/ 

 

 

 

Oral Separation 

 a.  The oral mechanism first functions as a single unit.  Over time, 
the jaw, lips and tongue dissociate their movements one from an-
other and become independent moving parts.  Independent use 
of each part is necessary for production of mature speech. 

 b. jaw stabilization-biting on a craft stick allowing for separation 
of the tongue from the jaw-/k,r/ 

 c.  tongue stabilization-sides of tongue anchor on top, back teeth 
allowing for separation between the front and back of the tongue 
(EET, EEK) 

 d.  lips remain basically inactive while the tongue produces 
speech sounds (lip-tongue separation NEE-o/near); lips are 
rounding and  jaw and tongue both drop.  In this case, only the 
lips should move for /r/ and the jaw and tongue are stabilized. 
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Multimodality Approach to /s/ Remediation 

 

Step       Feedback Modality 

 

1. Modeling correct/incorrect “EET”  Auditory/Visual w/mirror/observation 

 

 

The first step is differentiating the movement of the front of the tongue from the back.  With the tongue anchored to 
the back molars in the EE position using a mirror and a flashlight for visual feedback, I have the student say EE, then 
point the tongue tip to the alveolar ridge.  Typically, they will drop the tongue from the sides of the teeth, narrow the 
tongue and move their whole tongue forward.  They may not be able to adequately point the tip of the tongue. Using 
a visual model, I demonstrate to them the difference of keeping the sides of the tongue still and pointing the tip ver-
sus what they do moving the whole tongue.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step       Feedback Modality 

 

2. EE-point      Visual w/flashlight and mirror 

       Tactile w/applicator stick 
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When they are in the EE position, I place an applicator stick on one side of the tongue near 

the back.  I talk about how the tongue is wide and to keep that part of the tongue still against 

my stick.   Using a mirror and flashlight, they can see and feel if the tongue remains in the 

proper position when they point the tip.  

 

Step       Feedback Modality 

 
3. Tongue tip-pointing    Tactile/kinesthetic/proprioceptive 

 If they cannot successfully do the EE-point after a couple of attempts, I make sure 

they have the ability to point the tip adequately.  Some can’t and use the blade in-

stead of the tongue tip.  Using a lollipop or candy cane which I move around the pe-

riphery outside of their mouth, I have them touch it with the tip of their tongue 

again receiving tactile feedback.  They need to extend their tongue far enough so 

that the tip points.  If they move their head instead of their tongue, I hold the top of 

their head with my hand. Usually in a short time, they are pointing their tongue tip 

adequately.  I use a mirror so they can see what a correct pointed tongue looks like. 
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 Step       Feedback Modality 

4. EE-Pop      Visual/Tactile/kinesthetic 

If they continue to struggle with this EE-pointing step, I have them say EE then pop their tongue.  
With visual feedback from a mirror, they can see that they are placing the tongue tip correctly in the 
lingua-alveolar area and are keeping the sides of the tongue wide against the back molars.  I might 
have them practice this step for a week in homework of 50-100 repetitions a day.  Although it’s not 
shown in the photo, I have them bite 3 sticks with the side teeth to keep their jaw stable. 

Step     Feedback Modality 

5. EE-point (tongue back/front differentiation) Visual/ 

      Tactile-kinesthetic 

When they are doing this exercise easily and consistently, I 
have them say EE and tell them to pretend they are going to 
pop.  I tell them that we are going to play Freeze Tag with the 
tongue.  When I say freeze, you freeze.  I go EE-POP, EE-POP, 
EE Freeze and the tongue looks like the picture (right).  At that 
point I reinforce them really enthusiastically and show them 
how they are keeping the sides of the tongue wide and still 
against the back molars and moving the tip independently.  
Once they get the hang of this, I just ask them to say EE and 
then point over and over.  Using a mirror and flashlight, they go 
EE-point paying attention to just moving the tip of the tongue.   

This is what was missing at the beginning when I asked them to 
say EET.  If you recall, they narrowed the tongue and dropped 
it off the back molars.   

Now they have the correct motor pattern to say a successful    /
s/ sound (or like a house, they now have a solid foundation).     
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Step       Feedback Modality 

 
6. Tongue/jaw/lips separation   Visual/Tactile-kinesthetic/proprioceptive 

 

As stated previously, I now use 3 sticks as using 1 stick like in this picture sometimes leads to a 
cruched broken stick.  Eventually the sticks are removed and the mirror is taken away.  The stu-
dent closes his eyes and makes the same movement receiving only tactile-kinesthetic feedback.  
I may say things like, “Feel how the sides of your tongue stay still against your teeth and only 
your tongue tip moves.” A normal EET is typically made with the mouth more closed than with 
the 3 sticks.  The 3 sticks allow for visualization for the student and therapist to make sure that 
productions are correct.  When the sticks are removed, it is OK for the mouth to close more. 

Step       Feedback Modality 

7. EE-T      Tactile/kinesthetic/auditory 

Continuing in this vein, the student now says EE-T saying the /t/ very gently.  Visual feedback 
using a mirror may be helpful but probably isn’t necessary.  The student should have complete 
separation of the tongue tip with no associated lip or jaw movements.   
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Step       Feedback Modality 

 

8. EETS      Auditory/Tactile/kinesthetic 

The student is asked to say EETS by lengthening the duration of the /t/ sound which I demon-
strate.  EETS is the perfect facilitating context for the /s/ sound based upon the positioning of 
the articulators for the EE and T sounds.  Because many students have an incorrect notion of 
what the /s/ sound feels like and sounds like, instead of talking about the /s/ sound, we talk 
about the Long /t/.    That is, “we are learning a new sound and it’s called the Long /t/.”  With 
no preconceived notion of the Long /t/, the student will make the correct /s/ sound.  At that 
point, you don’t comment on what a perfect /s/ they are making as their concept of /s/ is incor-
rect.  You can say, “Great Long T, that’s perfect!” 

When they are making EETS consistently, the next step is EETS-EE.  Note that there is a slight 
pause before saying the final EE.  This is because the student often will think that they are say-
ing SEE if they were asked to EETSEE (“Oh, you want me to thay EETTHEE”).  When that hap-
pens, they are back to their habitually incorrect /s/ sound.  The secret of getting this correct 
prevocalic /s/ is to have the student say EETS-EE faster and faster until there is no space be-
tween the EETS and EE.  I even tell the student that they are saying EETS-EE quickly even 
though it sounds like EETSEE.  Saying this VCCV combination quickly transitions to a CVCCVC 
nonsense word which takes the student into the SATPAC program for remediation.  I usually 
use the word BEETSEET due to the facilitating context nature of this word.  That is the B re-
quires no tongue positioning, the EE moves the tongue back and wide into the lingua alveolar 
position which is the correct position to make the T.  When the T is lengthened in duration, the 
S is said correctly again followed by the EE keeping everything in position.  This is followed 
again by the T which keeps the tongue in the correct lingua-alveolar area. 

The Loooooooooooooooooooong 

T 
The Looooooooooong 

T 
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Multimodality Approach to /r/ Remediation 

 

There needs to be 2 types of constriction in order to make a correct /r/ sound .  
There is palatal constriction and pharyngeal constriction.  Some experts also 
mention there is a third type of constriction at the lips.   

Pharyngeal Constriction 

 
Research using MRI images by Suzanne Boyce in Secord, Boyce, Donohue, Fox and Shine’s book, Elic-
iting Sounds, shows that to make a correct /r/ sound, there also needs to be pharyngeal constriction!    

The MRI of the /ɑ/ (p. 146 Secord et al.) shows excellent pharyngeal constriction as you can see that 
that the root of the tongue is closing off the pharyngeal area.  With the /i/ sound as you can see in the 
right image, you get a high arched dorsum.  You also get a wide tongue with the lateral margins on the 
back molars leading to excellent palatal constriction.  According to Boyce, the vocal tract is narrowed 
by the blade plus a part of the dorsum.  But with /i/, there is no pharyngeal constriction as you can see 
how open the pharyngeal area is.   

Having taught /r/ successfully for years and having no knowledge of pharyngeal constriction, it oc-
curred to me that the success of the facilitating contexts EERGA, EERSHA and EERDA (which I use) has 
to do with coarticulation.  The student is anticipating moving into the /ᴂ/ which is very close to the /
ɑ/ pictured here and thus achieves pharyngeal constriction.  In fact, Boyce pointed out to me that this 
is probably the case from the evidence in her chapter that the /ɑ/ probably shapes pharyngeal con-
striction.   
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Step      Feedback Modality    

 

1. Modeling Correct/Incorrect “EER Auditory, Visual Feedback w/mirror/flashlight/ 
      observation 

 

 

For the /r/ sound, I begin by asking the student to say “EER”.  Invariably, the response is 
“EEO” (O as in BOUGHT).  They are usually not stimulable and do not have a facilitating con-
text.  They typically will drop the jaw, tongue and round the lips (they use the orbicularis-oris 
muscles which should not be used at this point).  These are significant indicators because an 
important goal of saying “EER” correctly is to differentiate the tongue movement from the lips 
and jaw.  Generally when “EER” is said correctly, only the tongue moves while the lips and jaw 
are stationary.   
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I begin using the visual modality right away modeling correct and in-
correct tongue placement.  I demonstrate the correct “EER” and mim-
ic the student’s “EER” and ask the student to tell me what is different 
between the two.  I tell the student to watch my tongue, particularly 
the sides of my tongue and see what is different.  Usually they can 
see and describe that the sides of my tongue stay up on my top teeth 
while theirs drop down.  This is the metacognitive piece that the stu-
dent uses to understand what they are doing and how to make the 
correct sound and when they make an error, how to correct it. 
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Step      Feedback Modality 

4. “EE EE EERGA” w/Jaw Stabilization Visual/Auditory/Tactile-Kinesthetic  
      w/mirror, flashlight and tongue depressor 

After they can competently move their jaw into the four positions without visual feedback, they 
are ready to attempt EERGA (as are the students who had no jaw grading difficulties).  I use a fa-
cilitating context like EERGA, EERSHA, EERNA or EERDA depending upon the shape of their palate 
and which one they can say most correctly.  I’ll use EERGA in this explanation.  They keep the 
mouth approx. 1/3 open and say “EE, EE, EERGA”.   If there is any jaw movement (and there typi-
cally is), I have them bite on 3 infant tongue depressors on the side of their mouth to keep their 
jaw stable.  If they still drop the sides of the tongue on “EERGA” (which is usually the case), I use 
an infant tongue depressor to assist them.  Placing one hand behind their neck for stability (or 
holding the push stick with one hand and pulling on the 3 sticks with the other,  I place the stick 
laterally under their tongue.  I tell them to keep their bottom lip in a tight smile and keep their 
mouth still.  When they say “EE, EE”, the stick stays still.  When they say “EERGA”, I push back (but 
not too far back) under the tongue.  Notice that the tongue is elevated on the stick which helps 
the student achieve palatal constriction.  About 80% of the time the student will say a correct 
“EERGA” and with repeated trials I will almost always get a good /r/ sound in the first session.  A 
mistake I often see is that the students feel that they have to pull the tongue way back to get the 
correct /r/ sound while the reality is the opposite.  It is just a slight backward movement with the 
stick primarily assisting the sides to stay up on the top teeth (although the exact point may differ 
with the individual).  A mirror and flashlight may be used so the student can see the wide tongue 
and the elevated dorsum for palatal constriction. 

Perhaps 20-50 repetitions are needed before the student can take the stick under the tongue and 
do this exercise independently.  I allow for visual feedback if needed using a mirror and a flash-
light (which I hold).  At this point, it becomes very individualized.  Some students “get it” and can 
proceed without the sticks.  Others need to use the sticks for a week or two before being ready to 
move on and it is not unusual to be using the sticks for a month or two while going through the 
Practice Phase lists.  Many repetitions are very important.  I have my students do sets of 50-100 
and daily practice of 50-100 at home.  Tactile-kinesthetic feedback is important here as the mirror 
and flashlight are removed and I ask my students to occasionally close their eyes and feel what 
they are doing as they make the correct /r/ sound.   
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Step      Feedback Modality 

5. “EER” or “EER”+ FC   Auditory/Tactile-Kinesthetic  

Before I used facilitating contexts, I had much more difficulty.  In the picture on the left, 
the student is attempting to say EER.  Note how the back of the back sides of tongue are 
dropped off  the back teeth and the dorsum is down.  On the right, he is saying EERGA.  
With the facilitating context GA, he keeps the back sides of his tongue wide on the back 
molars and anticipating saying the /g/ sound, he keeps his dorsum elevated. 

Often a facilitating context (FC) helps the student say the /r/ correctly.  I’ve found that 
adding NA, DA, SHA or GA to the EER, typically improves the production.  Because each 
student is different, different FCs work with different students.  Some students are more 
successful making the /r/ sound more in the front so EERNA or EERDA works for them.  
Others make the sound more mid-back so EERSHA works for them.  Some will make the /
r/ further back and EERGA works for them. 

Step      Feedback Modality 

6.Jaw Stabilization for Lateral Jaw   Auditory/Tactile-Kinesthetic 

Movement     w/an infant tongue depressor 

I had a group of /r/ students who were not making much progress and after I took some O
-M classes, I watched them carefully and they all had issues with jaw stability either side 
to side issues or inconsistency with jaw grading. 

For the more difficult /r/ cases,  I will have the student use an infant tongue depressor be-
tween the top and bottom teeth (see the next page).  This technique also is valuable be-
cause it keeps the mouth open with the correct jaw position.  Often students will attempt 
to say /r/ with the mouth closed too much. 
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This student’s jaw drifted to the left as he 
continued to practice /r/. Notice in the 
first picture how the spaces between the 
top two front teeth and the the bottom 
two front teeth do not line up because he 
was pulling his jaw to the left side. 

 

 

 

 

To keep his jaw stable, I had him use an 
infant tongue depressor between his top 
and bottom front teeth so they lined up 
correctly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When he pulled his jaw to the left, the 
stick turned and dropped giving him good 
feedback that he moved his jaw. 
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7. Dorsum up    Auditory/Visual/Tactile-Kinesthetic w/mirror, flashlight and 
     applicator stick 

 

 

 

Once the student can say “EER”, the mistake I most frequently 
see is they don’t keep the dorsum area high enough.  The re-
sult is that a clear /r/ sound does not come out.  Using a mirror 
and flashlight for visual feedback, an applicator stick tip is 
placed midline where the hard palate and soft palate meet.  
The student is instructed to touch the cotton point of the stick 
with the dorsum area and say “EER”.  Most often, the student 
will not get the tongue high enough to touch but the attempt 
keeping the tongue higher results in a successful /r/ sound. 

 

 

 

 

 

An exercise to develop keeping the dorsum area up is the following:  Begin by sticking the 
tongue out all the way and give the direction to “squeeze your tongue to make it bunchy”.  
From there with tactile stimulation rubbing on the dorsum area with an applicator stick if nec-
essary, the student arches up the dorsum area.  Then pulling it back inside the mouth, they 
attempt to scrape the palate moving back and forth. 

While this progress is happening, I focus on more consistent responses through mirroring their 
responses.  Every time they make an incorrect “EER” sound, I give them immediate auditory 
feedback: “EEA”?  Eventually, they listen more closely to their responses and will self-correct.  
At times, I have my students use a Radio Shack (or other)  mini audio amplifier to increase the 
volume and clarity of the auditory feedback.  A cheaper alternative is to use a mic app on a 
smart phone. 

When the student is making consistent /r/ sounds, I find a facilitating context using coarticula-
tion (e.g., EERGA) and eventually proceed into the SATPAC Program.  Using nonwords (e.g., 
EERGA, EERSHA or EERNA, EERDA) through the Establishment Phase, Practice Phase of 6 lists.  
Finally the sound is transferred into phrases, sentences and real activities. 

2nd Thing That Can Go Wrong-Tongue is Not Wide Enough for Palatal Constriction  
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Wide Tongue and Potential Issues 

Practice Phase-Lists 1 and 2

Practice Phase-Lists 3 and 4

List 1 has EERG__ in each 
word with the various vowel 
sounds.   

List 2 has the EER___ 
abutting against every con-
sonant sound with the /ᴂ/ 
sound at the end. 

The reason that EER is said 
in each word is that that is 
the best context for getting 
good palatal constriction 
and the EE keeps the tongue 
wide against the back mo-
lars. 

List 3 has EER + random con-
sonant and vowel sounds. 

List 4 moves away from the 
exclusive EER and now the 
student is saying the postvo-
calic /r/ in various contexts. 

It is not unusual at this point 
for problems to develop, par-
ticularly with the OR and 
OOR.  What tends to happen 
is that the student will round 
the lips and the tongue will 
get lax and not stay wide 
against the back molars so 
the palatal constriction is lost.  
I stress that the student 
needs to get back in the big 
smile on ER after rounding 
the lips on O which will get 
the tongue wide again and 
keep the palatal constricition. 
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For the Generalization/Transfer 
Phase, we have chosen to work 
with the postvocalic /r/ phrases 
and sentences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is not unusual to have difficul-
ty when beginning the phrases.  
Even though you have practiced 
lots and lots of various contexts, 
students still may approach 
these words using their old way 
of pronunciation.  For example, 
DEAR BARNEY might be said as 
DEE-A BA-NEE,etc. 

What I do if that’s the case is go 
back to adding the facilitating 
context in the case GA.  So the 
first phrase would be DEARGA, 
BARGA with GA after each /r/ 
sound. We practice that keeping 
the big smile on the EER to pro-
mote keeping the tongue wide 
on the back molars to retain pal-
atal constriction.  When the stu-
dent is doing well with this, I will 
have them say the lists in the 
same manner but whisper the 
GA.  When they are doing well, I 

8 Stick Hierarchy 

Using the infant tongue depressors usually progresses in the following order:  1) SLP holding 
jaw stabilization stick(s) - “bite” plus tongue stabilization stick – “push”; 2) Student holding 
bite and push sticks; 3) Push stick only; 4) Bite sticks only; 5) No sticks. 
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We continue with short sentence then longer sentences if age appropriate.  Often during the sentences, the 
student is consistently using  the motor skill of keeping the sides of the tongue against the back molars.  At this 
point, you can show them that when you say an /r/ word, you don’t use a big smile and that they don’t need to 
do it anymore.  Also, at this point I will bring in the prevocalic /r/ have the student say ERRAT over and over, 
keeping the lips in a slightly rounded position and when this becomes easy, doing a list of prevocalic words and 
eventually shortening the ER so the words sound more natural.  There are also SATPAC lists which combine the 
pre/postvocalic words . 

Same stability check procedures as previously described on page 21. 
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REMEDIATING OTHER SOUNDS 
  

The L Sound  

Lateral margins of tongue are not stabilized on the back molars but drop down and the 

tip is stabilized by pushing against the top front teeth.  

Here you can see a little variation with the tongue on the left being closer to touching 

the back molars but still significantly different than the stabilized tongue in the picture Contrast with Wide Tongue on Back Molars

53
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Common Problems: 

Front teeth are missing 

y/l (tongue is wide and stabilized on back molars for y (say “yeyo” (feel the placement) and 
contrast that with “yellow”).  In yeyo, the tongue tip is not used. 

w/l (rounded lips-tongue tip not used at all) 

Kids have difficulty with the quick push for /l/ 

  

Remediation Ideas 

  

For y/l  use the facilitating context ulu and stabilize the jaw halfway open (want to differentiate 
between jaw/lips (stable) and the tongue tip which moves) 

  

The UH, starts with the lateral margins of the tongue down and lax, away from the back mo-
lars.  This helps to prevent the YUH sound.  Use a mirror so student can watch the tongue tip. 

  

 

 Notice the contrast in tongue position with the L and Y sounds – Pay attention to the lateral margins of the 
tongue and their position in relation to the back molars 

(tongue is wide and stabilized on back molars for Y (say “yeyo” (feel the placement) and contrast that with 
“yellow”) 

  

This is yo in yeyo:     This is lo in yellow:   
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Facilitating Context EELEE for W/L 

(The tongue is not used at all for the /l/ sound-just lips) 

Practice pushing tongue tip against an infant tongue depressor (LEE) in this case 
we don’t want lip rounding and are not worried about the lateral margins 

EE gets the tongue and lips wide 

Might need to hold the lips in a smile  to prevent lip rounding and have them 
push the tongue depressor outside the mouth 

 

Correct /l/ position:        Incorrect w/l position: 

 

Other Remediation Ideas 

 

Have the student focus on pushing the tongue tip quickly to make the sound (can 
push against a tongue depressor) 

 

As an intermediate step, I often use interdental placement to get the /luh/ sound 
(bite down on tongue and open quickly with some lip rounding)and then transi-
tion to correct placement 
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The SH Sound 

  

Basically the same position as the /s/ but the midline groove is wider.  Tongue tip is usually lower and lateral 
margins of tongue are stabilized on the back molars.  Lips are typically rounded and teeth are slightly open. 

 Common Problems: 

Student says t/sh (stopping) 

Student says s/sh 

SH is lateralized (and /s/ isn’t) 

 Remediation Ideas: 

 For t/sh, stopping, I usually work from the /s/ and then move the /s/ (tongue) back with an infant tongue 
depressor (EES) 

For s/sh, push the tongue back with an infant tongue depressor and round the lips 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

    For s/sh, push the tongue down with an infant tongue de-

pressor and round the lips 

 

 

 

 

For lateralization, have the student say /s/ and push the tongue back with an infant tongue depressor and 

slightly round the lips.  The /s/ turns into SH without the lateralization.  At that point, the metacognition part 

of therapy happens where you start discussing why the student is making a good SH sound (i.e., lateral mar-

gins of the tongue are on the back molars instead of the tongue being stabilized on the roof of the mouth). 
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The CH, J Sounds 

     Basically the same position as the SH but the tongue tip and blade are up in /t/ position . 
Lateral margins of tongue are stabilized on the back molars.  Lips are typically rounded and 
teeth are slightly open. The fricative SH sound stops abruptly. 

 Common Problems: 

Student says t/ch (deaffrication) 

Student says sh/ch 

CH is lateralized (and /s/ isn’t) 

 Remediation Ideas: 

For sh/ch, start with the tongue up in the /t/ position and do t-sh.  If it comes out /ts/, push 
the tip back with an infant tongue depressor with lip rounding and an abrupt stop. You can 
try a word like ITSH or EETSH 

For sh/ch, have the student use a judo chop gesture and OTCH 

For lateralization, have the student say /ts/ and push the tongue back with an infant tongue 
depressor and slightly round the lips with an abrupt stop.  Again, the metacognitve aspect is 
brought in. 

The K,G Sounds 

Dorsum lifts up and contacts the back of the hard palate/soft palate.  Lateral margins of 
tongue are stabilized on the back molars. 

Problems: 

Student fronts t/k, d/g 

Student cannot lift the dorsum up to make the /k,g/ sounds 

Remediation Ideas: 

For fronting, start with OK, stabilize the jaw with 3 or 4 infant tongue depressors.  Sometimes 
placing a tongue depressor over the tongue tip helps. (Note how difficult it is to front when 
the mouth is stabilized open). 
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Remediation Ideas (cont.): 

 

If the student cannot say the /k/ sound at all, try some oral-placement exercises: 

1) sipping pudding through a straw for tongue retraction (straw is placed vertically, bent at 
the top and placed between the lips.  If this is too difficult, the straw can be cut in half ). 

2)use a kazoo (tongue retracts, tip down and dorsum is up)         

 This image illustrates what it would look like if the student 

      is  blowing on a kazoo with the wide part placed  

      vertically in the mouth.  Note how the dorsum is 
up. 

 

K and G Remediation and ASHA  

Special Interest Group 16   

  

I have always had issues with /k,g/ remediation when the 
student cannot get the back tongue up and they basically 
say /h/ for /k/.  So, I decided to throw it out there for my colleagues.  

The results I got from SIG 16 were the following suggestions:  

1.  Gargling guttural sound, gargle with water.  

2.Radio static fricative then shorten it.  

3.Car crash noise  

4.Cat hissing sound khhh w/mouth wide open  

5.KR, GR sounds  

6.Using a spoon inverted pushing the tip down and the back up  

7.Anchoring the tip against the bottom teeth  

8.Velcro while saying fricative K  

 Anyway, I went down the list with my student and ending up combining the inverted spoon 
with the GR sound and he got it!  Let me know if any of these work for you.  I would al-
so suggest joining SIG 16 as I’ve found it to be helpful and informative!  
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The TH Sounds  

Tongue tip is placed interdentally.  There is no lateral margin stabilization against the back 
molars. 

Common Problems: 

Lingua alveolar placement (dis/this) 

f/th (fink/think, baf/bath) 

Remediation Ideas: 

Using a visual model with a mirror, student sticks out the tongue for TH.  Often the tongue is 
over-extended which should eventually be addressed. 

Use the SATPAC word MOTHO or MOTHMO as it involves coarticulation transitioning from 
closed/open/closed/open which is more difficult at first but leads to quicker transfer. 
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15 Years Experience with RTI 

 

And 2 peer-reviewed journal articles 

As well as other studies show that doing 

RTI individual sessions of 15 minutes a 

Week, most students are remediationed in 

 under 5 hours of direct therapy. 

 

 
Contact steve@satpac.com or visit the  
 
SATPAC website https://satpac.com/ for  
 
futher information and free ASHA CEU  
 
recorded presentations of 3 or 6 hr.  
 

 

mailto:steve@satpac.com
https://satpac.com/
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